Background: Anopheles funestus is one of the three most consequential and widespread 22
Introduction and Background 43 44
Many insect genomes remain a challenge to assemble, and mosquito genomes have proven 45
particularly difficult due to their repeat content and structurally dynamic genomes. These issues 46 are compounded by the requirements of long-read sequencing technologies that typically 47 6 Chromosome-scale assembly of Anopheles funestus 117 To achieve a complete and highly contiguous assembly of the An. funestus genome (AfunF3), 118
we first assembled contigs from long, single-molecule reads, and then scaffolded these contigs 119 into chromosome-scale scaffolds using Hi-C proximity ligation data. A similar strategy was 120 recently used to improve the genome of Aedes aegypti [40] . An initial assembly of the long-read 121 data alone (AfunF3 contigs) yielded a contig N50 size of 94.05 kbp (N50 such that 50% of 122 assembled bases are in contigs of this size or greater) and extensive haplotype separation as 123 evidenced by an inflated assembly size of 446.04 Mbp and a high rate of core gene duplications 124 (48%) as measured by BUSCO [41] . These alternative alleles likely derive from natural variation 125 circulating within the sequenced FUMOZ colony, as the DNA from a pool of adult mosquitoes 126
was required for PacBio library preparation. Identifying and removing duplicate contigs via an 127 all-vs-all alignment reduced the primary assembly size to 211.75 Mbp and improved the N50 128 size to 631.72 kbp (Table 1) . 129
130
The primary set of contigs (excluding alternative alleles) was then scaffolded using Hi-C Illumina 131 reads to first bin the contigs into 3 chromosomes, followed by ordering and orientation of the 132 contigs using the Proximo method (Phase Genomics, Seattle WA). The final scaffolded 133 assembly (AfunF3 primary) contains 210.82 Mbp of sequence and a scaffold N50 of 93.81 Mbp. 134
The resulting scaffolds represent the entirety of the three An. funestus chromosomes: 2, 3, and 135 X ( Figure 1 assembled before collection of all PacBio and Hi-C data, and so was deemed redundant and 155 excluded from these analyses. When compared to the raw data, the AfunF3 primary assembly 156 had fewer called structural differences (insertions, deletions, duplications, and inversions) than 157 AfunF1 (Table 2) . Despite the substantial single-nucleotide polymorphism observed within the 158 FUMOZ colony, no large polymorphic inversions could be identified from the combined PacBio, 159
Hi-C, and 10X Genomics data. Comparison of the chromosome-scale AfunF3 primary assembly 160 versus the An. gambiae reference genome (AgamP4) confirmed a known reciprocal whole-arm 161 translocation between 2L and 3R, as well as substantial intra-chromosomal shuffling (Figure 2) . 162
AfunF3 contigs also had fewer fragmented BUSCO core genes and a similar number of 163 complete BUSCOs compared to AfunF1 (Table 2) 
